
Prototype of the NationalHigh-Performance Software ExchangeShirley Browne, Jack Dongarra, Stan Green,Keith Moore, Tom Rowan, and Reed WadeComputer Science DepartmentUniversity of Tennessee�Geo�rey Fox and Ken HawickNortheast Parallel Architectures CenterSyracuse UniversityJanuary 3, 1995AbstractThis report describes a short-term e�ort to construct a prototype forthe National High-Performance Software Exchange (NHSE). The pro-totype demonstrates how the evolving National Information Infrastruc-ture (NII) can be used to facilitate sharing of software and informationamong members of the High Performance Computing and Communica-tions (HPCC) community. Shortcomings of current information searchingand retrieval tools are pointed out, and recommendations are given forareas in need of further development. The hypertext home page for theNHSE is accessible at http://www.netlib.org/nse/home.html.1 IntroductionOver the course of a two-month period, the NHSE developers team, consistingof researchers at the member institutions of the Center for Research on Par-allel Computation, have undertaken the task of producing a prototype of theNational High-Performance Software Exchange (NHSE). The NHSE is intendedas an Internet-accessible resource which will facilitate the exchange of softwareand of information among research and computational scientists involved with�Work on the National Software Exchange is supported by NASA under Grant No. NAG5-2736. 1



High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC). The target audi-ences for the NHSE include HPCC application and computer scientists, usersof government supercomputer centers, and potential industrial users. The goalsof the prototype are the following:� Show the feasibility of distributing software and information via the Na-tional Information Infrastructure (NII).� Demonstrate capabilities of existing software repositories.� Demonstrate browsing and searching mechanisms.� Identify limitations of current information services and areas needing fur-ther development.2 Access via the National Information Infra-structure (NII)To put together a prototype in the short time frame of two months, existinginformation search and retrieval tools were used. The prototype was designedto be accessed by the user from a HTML+ forms-capable World Wide Web(WWW) client, such as recent versions of NCSA Mosaic. The information andsoftware were either already available on or were made available on a variety ofnetwork servers, including FTP, Gopher, WAIS, and HTTP.Mosaic attempts to provide an interface to all the commonly used informa-tion retrieval services from a single application program. Mosaic retrieves anobject from a network server and either displays it in a window, or if displayis not possible or the user prefers, saves it to a disk �le. A retrievable objectmay be stored in a �le on a local or remote �le system or may be constructed atretrieval time (for example, in response to a search query). An object is namedby a string called a Uniform Resource Locator (URL). To retrieve an object, auser clicks on a highlighted anchor (which contains a URL) in a displayed doc-ument, speci�es a URL to open, or �lls in a form (causing Mosaic to generate asearch URL). The URL contains the protocol to be used to contact the server,the server's DNS hostname, and any other information to be used by the serverto locate or generate the object. The server typically returns either the objector an error message.Mosaic provides native support for the FTP, Gopher, HTTP, and WAISprotocols. With WAIS, however, an alternative technique is to provide a WAIS-HTTP gateway which converts an HTTP search URL to a WAIS query, pro-cesses the query either locally or by contacting a remote WAIS server, andconverts the search results to an HTML document.Software may be made available through the NII by placing it on a �le systemserved by FTP, Gopher, and/or HTTP servers. A software collection may be2



made searchable by WAIS-indexing descriptions of the software and running aWAIS server and/or by running an HTTP server and providing a WAIS-HTTPgateway. HTTP gateways may also be provided to other search engines, suchas relational databases. With Mosaic, software the user retrieves may either bedisplayed in a window and then saved to disk, or saved directly to a disk �le.Only one �le may be retrieved at a time, however.3 User Interface for Browsing, Searching, andContributingA user-friendly interface for the NHSE has been constructed in the form of adistributed HTML document. The root of this document is the NHSE homepage (http://www.netlib.org/nse/home.html), which contains an outline fromwhich users can reach all the collected HPCC informationwith a few clicks of themouse. Although portions of the NHSE interface reside at di�erent sites, mostof the HTML pages making up the current prototype reside at the University ofTennessee. These pages have been indexed using WAIS, and a facility for doingkeyword searching on the WAIS index has been provided. In the near future,indexing of the NHSE HTML pages will be done by a Harvest Broker which willuse either Glimpse or freeWAIS as the indexing and search engine [5]. BecauseHarvest provides automatic support for gathering, summarizing, and indexingremote HTML pages and for keeping the resulting index up-to-date, a Brokerrunning at the University of Tennessee will be able to index HTML pages fromall the NHSE sites, either by having these sites run Gatherers locally or by doingremote gathering.From the NHSE home page, the user can jump to a page listing HPCC pro-grams and activities. These programs include US federal agencies, DOE, NSF,government, and university supercomputing centers, and various consortiums.The user may click on the name of any listed site to connect directly to a WWWserver for that site.Another page reachable from the NHSE home page is the Grand Challengespage, which includes subheadings for NSF Grand Challenge Application Groups,Oak Ridge National Lab Grand Challenge Projects, Argonne National LabGrand Challenge Projects, University of Colorado Grand Challenge Projects,CRPC Grand Challenge Applications, and Grand Challenge conferences andmeetings. The user can browse these pages and read descriptive material aboutthe di�erent projects, some containing contacts for further information.Other headings on the NHSE home page include Software/Enabling Tech-nologies, Information Databases, Commercial Vendor Catalog, Publications,and Related Network Resources. Software/Enabling Technologies and Infor-mation Databases are discussed below. The Commercial Vendor Catalog pagecontains an on-going survey of high performance computing systems, as well as3



pointers to home pages for some commercial hardware and software vendors,and to home pages for user groups for various products. A form is providedwhich vendors can �ll out and submit if they wish to be listed. The Publica-tions page contains pointers to journal tables of contents and electronic journals,as well as pointers to WWW and gopher servers for professional societies. TheRelated Resources page has subheadings for other HPCC-related WWW pages,electronic newsgroups and discussion lists, and resources for NHSE developers.The NHSE invites contributions from users. The NHSE home page, as wellas a number of other pages, contain an anchor which the user may click toobtain a �ll-out form for making a contribution. The contributor �lls in anemail address, a URL for the contribution, and a title. Submitting the formcauses an email message to be sent to the NHSE maintainers, who review thecontribution before adding it to the appropriate NHSE page, which may besuggested by the contributor. The contributed material is maintained at thecontributor's site { only a pointer in the form of a URL is included on therelevant NHSE page. The email address of the contributor is kept con�dential,although of course the contributor may choose to make such contact informationavailable on the contribution itself.4 Software/Enabling TechnologiesFor the short-term prototype, the NHSE developers have provided a hypertextlist of available repositories of mathematical and HPCC software. The user maybrowse this list, reading the descriptive material, and with a click of the mouse,connect directly to a repository site. Another list describes individual softwarepackages and programs relevant to HPCC, some residing in a repository andsome not.4.1 The Netlib RepositoryOne of the software repositories is the Netlib Repository, which has been inexistence since 1985 and which typically receives several thousand requests aday [6]. Netlib is a moderated collection which contains several packages widelyrecognized as being of high quality, such as EISPACK, LINPACK, FFTPACK,and LAPACK, as well as some newer, lesser known packages. Netlib is a repli-cated and distributed repository, with sites in Tennessee, New Jersey, Norway,England, Germany, Taiwan, and Australia. Each software package in Netlib hasa master site, and all the other sites having a copy of that package mirror themaster copy.The original user interface for Netlib was an email interface. Although manyusers still access Netlib via email, some of the Netlib sites have begun o�eringa variety of other interfaces as well, including anonymous FTP, Gopher, and4



HTTP. For example, through HTTP, the Netlib Repository can be browsed andsearched by WWW clients such as Mosaic.Because Netlib is intended to be a library, rather than just a warehouse,information about the software is recorded in template-type �les called \index"�les. These index �les may be searched, or they may be used as input to index-building tools. To further aid searching, Netlib uses the GAMS classi�cationscheme, discussed further below. The Netlib email interface provides the �ndcommand, which uses Unix grep to perform a keyword search of all the index�les. The Netlib WWW server, www.netlib.org, provides a �eld-speci�c searchinterface to forms-capable WWW clients such as Mosaic. With this interface,the user can, for example, search for software by a certain author, containingone or more keywords in its abstract, and/or classi�ed under one or more GAMSclassi�cations.The Netlib Repository contains a number of software packages speci�callydesigned for high performance computing. LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACK-age) provides routines for solutions of systems of simultaneous linear equations,for least squares solutions of linear systems of equations, and for solutions ofeigenvalue and singular value problems. LAPACK has been designed to rune�ciently on shared-memory vector and parallel processors. To minimize datamovement between di�erent levels in hierarchical memory, LAPACK reorganizesalgorithms to use block matrix operations. The block matrix operations areimplemented in the Level 3 BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines), whichcan be optimized for each architecture. ScaLAPACK, which is currently un-der development, will extend LAPACK to run scalably on MIMD distributedmemory computers. Like LAPACK, the ScaLAPACK routines are based onblock-partitioned algorithms. The fundamental building block for ScaLAPACKare distributed memory versions of the BLAS, plus a set of Basic Linear Alge-bra Communication Subprograms (BLACS) for communication tasks that arisefrequently in parallel linear algebra computations.A number of parallel programming environments are available from Netlib,including P4, PICL, PRESTO, and PVM. These packages allow the programmerto write portable parallel programs.4.2 The GAMS Virtual RepositoryThe GAMS (Guide to Available Mathematical Software) repository at NIST(the National Institute of Standards and Technology) provides centralized ac-cess to the software modules that it catalogs [4]. Rather than operating aphysical repository of its own, GAMS provides transparent access to multiplerepositories operated by others. GAMS currently indexes four software repos-itories. Three of these repositories are maintained for use by NIST sta� andcontain proprietary software. The fourth is Netlib, discussed above. Source codeis not available for the proprietary software, but documentation and exampleprograms often are. 5



All software modules cataloged in GAMS have been assigned one or moreproblem classi�cations from the GAMS classi�cation scheme, which is a tree-structured taxonomy of mathematical and statistical problems [3]. The user canuse the taxonomy as a decision tree, or can enter keywords which are mappedto problem classes. In addition, users may search by package or module name.4.3 ASSET, CARDS, DSRS, ELSA, and AdaICASSET stands for Asset Source for Software Engineering Technology. ASSETmaintains the Worldwide Software Resources Discovery (WSRD) Library, whichis a software reuse library and reuse information exchange available to softwaredevelopers in government, industry, and education. Most of the reusable assetsin the library are available for public distribution, although a few assets have notyet been authorized for distribution beyond government agencies and their con-tractors. An approved account is required to download assets, which are howeverfree of charge. ASSET interoperates with CARDS (Comprehensive Approachfor Reusable Defense Software) and DSRS (Defense Software Repository Sys-tem), AdaIC (Ada Information Clearinghouse), and ELSA (Electronic LibraryServices and Applications) to allow users to retrieve components from theserepositories as well. ASSET has also begun including references to commercialsoftware and documents at no cost to vendors wishing to include references totheir products and services.4.4 COSMICNASA's COmputer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)has been located at the University of Georgia since its beginning in 1966. COS-MIC contains over 1,200 computer programs that were originally developed byNASA and its contractors for the U.S. space program. Software is available for anumber of areas of interest including: arti�cial intelligence, computational uiddynamics, �nite element structural analysis, scienti�c visualization, thermal anduid ow analysis, and many more. Programs are priced on a cost-recovery ba-sis and usually include source code. U.S. educational institutions are eligible fora substantial discount.4.5 Other RepositoriesOther software collections listed include Parallel Software and Tools at ArgonneNational Lab, Cornell Theory Center Parallel Programming Tools, the SoftwareDevelopment Group collection at NCSA, Paralib at CalTech, Softlib at RiceUniversity, and StatLib at Carnegie-Mellon University. These collections arenot as comprehensive as those described above, and they are not searchable,but they provide lists of software packages that can be browsed.6



4.6 Software PackagesSoftware packages relevant to HPCC have been categorized into application-levelsoftware, parallel programming environments, parallel programming languages,and visualization software. There seems to have been little work done to com-pare and evaluate what software is available. There is much to choose from, butthe user has little guidance in choosing and may need to resort to trying outthe various packages. Some kind of peer review system would be helpful here.5 Information DatabasesMembers of the HPCC community need access to other information in additionto software. Some kinds of information needed include conference and meet-ing announcements, performance data, whitepages directories, and computingliterature.5.1 Conferences DatabaseNHSE users need to know about conferences and meetings on high performancecomputing and in their specialty areas. Conference and meeting announcementsare printed in journals and sent out by email to mailing lists, but a searchableon-line database of conferences would be very useful for immediate reference.The NHSE prototype has a forms interface to a conference database that is partof the Netlib Repository at UT/ORNL. The interface allows both searching andsubmission. A user may search by keyword, dates, and/or location.5.2 Glossaries and Cross ReferencingIn addition to the traditional databases of information, we have developed thenew concept of a hypertextual glossary or dictionary as a navigation and crossreferencing aid to the information and software available under the NHSE. Theprimary deliverable glossary is a series of hypertextual de�nitions of HPCC key-words and acronymns [11]. The HTML system allows a much richer context tobe added to de�nitions than is possible in a traditional at text representation.For example, one might apply a seach on the glossary for the term \HPCC",which would yield a de�nition, as well as cross references and links to siteselsewhere on the World Wide Web pertaining to HPCC. The HPCC NationalCoordination O�ce in the USA is such an example.The glossary mechanism allows technology developers and practitioners toprovide starting points and help information to those just entering the �eld andto essentially transfer the most di�cult aspect of many technologies - the jargon.In addition to the prototype glossary on HPCC, available as a downloadablepackage from the NHSE, we are also developing glossaries on subtopics of specialinterest such as the High Performance Fortran programming language. Other7



specialised information glossaries are being developed for commercial customersthrough the InfoMall technology transfer program.The HPCC glossary was �rst initiated as an HTML document with handwritten entries containing embedded HTML tags. This approach is prone toerror in human data entry, and it is cumbersome to insert new entries. To par-tially solve these di�culties we developed a scripting tool which parses entries,ags incorrectly formatted entries, and makes checklists of internal, externaland duplicated entries. However, as the glossary has grown to in excess of 600de�nitions, this approach is no longer scalable, since it becomes increasinglydi�cult for a human being to remember all the possible cross references whenwriting a new entry. We are therefore currently developing textual analysis toolsto aid the entry writer in cross referencing a new entry. We are using hyper-text technology for this in the form of client data entry forms that invoke wordstemming and other analysis programs on the server side. The word stemmingprocess is required so that duplicate cross references are not generated for anentry which might contain \cache", \caches", \cached", \caching", for example.At present our textual analysis system requires storage and comparison with agrowing dictionary of English word and endings. This tool may in fact justifythe use of a parallel search engine itself.5.3 Performance DatabaseTo make informed decisions about what computers to purchase and/or use fortheir applications, computational scientist need access to benchmark perfor-mance data. The process of gathering, archiving, and distributing computerbenchmark data has typically been carried out by various users and vendorswith little coordination. The NHSE prototype provides access to a publicly-available centralized database of performance data for all ranges of machinesfrom supercomputers to personal computers [2]. The Linpack benchmark, Per-fect benchmark, and Genesis benchmarks are included. A number of benchmarkreports and a benchmarking bibliography are also available.5.4 Whitepages DatabaseNHSE users need to be able to locate and contact other members of the HPCCcommunity. A user may remember a piece of information about someone, suchas that person's name, company, or address, and need to retrieve more completeinformation or an email address. Another possibility is that the user wishes tolocate other people with similar research interests and having expertise in aparticular area.The NHSE prototype has an on-line search facility for the NANET (Numeri-cal Analysis NET) Whitepages, which is a database of over 9000 members of thenumerical analysis community. This database consists of entries from the SIAM8



membership list and those contributed by users. Both searching and joining arepossible via the NANET WWW interface.5.5 Literature DatabaseUsers need easy access to searchable databases of recent literature such asnewsletters, technical reports, and papers. As a simple �rst step, the NHSEdevelopers have provided full-text WAIS indices of the University of TennesseeTechnical Reports, the Numerical Analysis Digest (an electronic newsletter),and the LAPACK Working Notes. The user may perform a keyword search onany of these databases and have a list of titles returned. This search interfaceis primitive, however, as it does not allow �eld-speci�c searching or choice ofresult set format. More result set information, such as title, author, and a shortabstract, would aid the user in deciding whether an item is relevant withoutviewing it in its entirety.Netlib is participating in the BibNet Bibliography Network Project by mir-roring the BibNet �les from their home site at the University of Utah. BibNet isa public-domain bibliography database in BibTeX format. The BibNet projectis intended to allow scientists to provide complete and updated information ontheir own work, �nd information about ongoing research of others, and main-tain pointers to electronically accessible material. Contributions are currentlysolicited from the numerical analysis and scienti�c computing communities. Asearchable index of titles and abstracts that includes the BibNet database isalso available on the NHSE Information Databases page.6 Roadmaps to HPCC Technology and Appli-cationsNavigation aids to HPCC information are a valuable tool both for the experi-enced HPCC practitioner and the newcomer to HPCC technologies. We havedeveloped a number of roadmap packages to provide contextual guides to se-lected HPCC base technology areas as well as application areas. For example, ahypertextual package describing application activities within the CRPC is avail-able (http://www.npac.syr.edu/crpc/). This package describes and links to theGrand Challenge applications activities as well as selected other applicationslevel activities ongoing by CRPC and its collaborators. This package is alsoaccesable from the \Grand Challenges" section of the NHSE.We have developed a roadmap integrated information package for applica-tions of the High Performance Fortran (HPF) language(http://www.npac.syr.edu:80/hpfa/). HPF is an important HPCC softwaretechnology that originated within CRPC from collaborative e�orts betweenRice and Syracuse Universities. To encourage the uptake and widespread useof HPF, both by commercial compiler and system vendors as well as users, our9



HPF Applications package focuses on HPF education and training material aswell as HPF code examples and kernels. We have also provided a great deal ofcontextual linkage between the contributed codes and documents, locally andelsewhere on the Web, as well as many custom written for the package. Thispackage has over forty short application code kernals illustrating how featuresof the HPF language may be used e�ectively.We have broadened our e�orts so as to build a prototype information inte-gration package, or \roadmap", to all HPCC technologies and applications. Ourprototype is accessible from the NHSE Home Page and also ashttp://www.npac.syr.edu/roadmap/. The roadmap attempts to link industrialmarket areas, application areas typical to industry and commerce, and academicareas to the basic HPCC software technologies.We have also developed a prototype survey of HPCC hardware systems andvendors past and present. This survey, which draws on the experiences of HPCCpractitioners from both sides of the Atlantic, contains entries on over 60 vendoror developer organisations who are associated with over 100 di�erent HPCCsystems. Our system is cross referenced to the Performance Database informa-tion, described elsewhere in this document. In addition to providing a catalogof current vendor systems, the survey serves as a textbook for some of the tech-nological ideas developed during the history of parallel and high performancecomputing Links are also integrated in with the entries that point to other rel-evant information on the Web about HPC systems, and in particular to thosecurrrent vendors who have web servers of their own. The prototype survey isavailable under the \Commercial Vendor Catalog" section of the NHSE.At present most of our information integration packages are constructedmanually drawing on the editing skills and domain expertise of a human writer.Manual construction is prone to typing errors in the HTML structure and isa very labor intensive way of integrating information and building hypertextlinks. We are investigating the use of online databases of documents on theWeb, as well as databases of cross references, so that easy-to-use tools canbe built to aid the editor of such packages. Our investigation draws on otherHPCC technologies, such as large interactive databases and natural languageprocessing, and has great promise for aiding and enabling a human editor towork more e�ectively and accurately, if not actually automating this process.7 Technology Transfer to Industry and Gov-ernmentMany of the ideas and concepts explored during the development of the NHSEprototype are applicable to building Information and Technology Exchanges forother organizations and user communities. We use the term Technology Inte-gration Systems (TIS) to describe a generalized hypertextual information and10



technology repository with a carefully chosen navigational layout, structured toassist technology transfer between developers and users. Through a contractualarrangement between the CRPC's InfoMall technology transfer program and theUS Air Force Material Command, we have built such a prototype TIS for RomeLaboratory, one of the Air Force's \Superlabs" [9]. This system was constructedto demonstrate how the mechanism's embodied in the NHSE could be used toassist technology transfer within an Air Force context. The e�ort focused ontechnologies of special interest to Rome Lab, either in its role as a technologydeveloper, or as a technology consumer. As well as the relatively mechanisticprocess of placing non-classi�ed information on line as hypertext, we undertookthe process of integrating this technology information in a world wide context.This was undertaken by seeking advice from a range of acknowledged worldclass experts, including many senior researchers of the CRPC, in the form ofconsultant reports on selected technologies. The three specialized topics chosenfor the phase one concept demonstration were software engineering, distributedcomputing, and broadband networking.The prototype server contains:� approximately �fty technology data sheets with contextual integration inthe form of hypertextual links to related technologies and applications atworld wide sites,� over twenty consultant reports covering the HPCC technology areas de-scribed above,� various information navigation aids to the technologies, applications, andthe US Air Force bases in the form of summary pages for selected activitiesat each site.� various hypertext links to information assets within the NHSE, includingterminology glossaries, product sheets, and acronymn expansion lists.The Rome Lab prototype can be accessed through the InfoMall server pack-age at http://www.npac.syr.edu/infomall/ or directly athttp://king.syr.edu:2001/. The project to build this server and the pro-cess behind it, as well as a summary of the results, are described in a separatetechnical note [9].Rome Laboratory personnel have uptaken many of the ideas from our pro-totype and are placing a considerable body of more detailed information onan internal server. In addition we are helping Rome transfer this technologyto other US Air Force sites. Furthermore, in view of the favourable responseto this prototype, other industrial and business organizations are seeking ourassistance in building TIS packages. 11



8 Areas Needing DevelopmentThe current situation with software and information retrieval on the Internetpresents a number of di�culties that need to be overcome if the NHSE is tobecome a scalable, reliable, e�cient, and interoperable distributed source ofinformation. These di�culties are discussed below, along with suggestions forovercoming them.8.1 Universal Naming SchemeCurrently location-dependent �lenames are used to name objects. Multiplecopies of objects often exist, but outside of the distributed Netlib Repository,di�erent sites may have di�erent �lenames for the same object. To complicatematters further, the same �lename is often used for di�erent objects or fordi�erent versions of the same object.Current search facilities return the locations of objects, usually in the form ofURLs. As a result, multiple hits may be returned for the same object. Anotherdisadvantage is that the searchable indices have to be updated every time acopy of an object is moved, and such relocation is likely to happen much moreoften than changes to the object or to its description.Naming objects by their locations presents a problem for caching, because itis di�cult to tell whether a desired object is in the cache. Looking up whetherthe URL is cached does not su�ce, because the contents of the location mayhave changed. Hence, clients or cache servers are forced to try to determineif the contents of the location have changed since the last access. Cachingby location also wastes the opportunity to take advantage of multiple copiesof objects. The Xnetlib client demonstrates a way of doing local caching byputting local copies of index and data �les on the user's local �le system, andthese cached copies may be shared on a site-wide basis. To do such cachingoutside of Netlib, however, will require universal names.Although it uses consistent �lenames across di�erent Netlib sites, Netlib stillhas the problem that an object's name is tied to its location. If an object ismoved to a new location on the �le system, it gets a new name, and the oldname becomes stale. Furthermore, Netlib �les may be updated in place, andalthough such updates are automatically propagated to all mirroring sites, theuser cannot tell from the name, or from any other readily accessible information,that the object has changed.Hence, there is a need for a name that remains constant for the lifetime ofan object, regardless of its location. The Uniform Resource Name (URN) hasbeen proposed by the IETF Uniform Resource Identi�er (URI) Working Group[13]. The Netlib Development Group has begun implementing a specialized typeof universal name called a Location Independent Filename (LIFN) as part ofthe Bulk File Distribution (BFD) project. A LIFN is assigned to a particularsequence of bytes, and once the assignment has been made, the same LIFN12



cannot subsequently be used to name any other sequence of bytes. The spaceof LIFNs is subdivided among several publishers, or naming authorities, whoare responsible for ensuring the uniqueness of LIFNs within their portions ofthe LIFN-space. Resolving a LIFN involves �nding an appropriate LIFN-to-location server and then contacting that server to obtain a list of locationsfor the LIFN. The prototype BFD implementation includes LIFN-to-locationserver code, as well as a WWW client library for resolving LIFNs. LIFNs arecurrently being assigned to Netlib �les and are being integrated into the Netlibsearch interfaces. Use of LIFNs will allow Netlib to automatically mirror �lesfrom author-maintained sites, rather than handling updates from these sitesmanually. Future plans include include integration of authenticity and integritychecking into server-to-server and client-to-server protocols. Such checking willallow a network of trusted LIFN servers and �le servers to be set up for a namingauthority and will allow a client to authenticate such servers. More informationabout BFD is available at http://www.netlib.org/nse/bfd.8.2 Indexing and SearchingCurrently searching on the World-Wide Web is very ad hoc, and searches typ-ically have poor precision and recall. Furthermore, the user has no way toevaluate the quality of his/her search. For example, if no items are found, itis not possible to tell whether no information exists or the search needs to bemodi�ed or expanded, and there are no reliable methods for restricting or ex-panding a search. There are also a multitude of di�erent search services, witha great deal of overlap and using di�erent protocols, and this situation makessearching redundant and expensive.The NHSE needs a structure and guidelines for describing and classifying ob-jects, especially software. Descriptions should be in the form of attribute/valuetemplates, with standard de�nitions for the data elements. The IAFA softwareand document templates are a start, but rigorous data de�nitions for these tem-plates are lacking. The Netlib index �le format is another example of a softwaretemplate, but rigorous de�nitions of data elements are again lacking. A candi-date for a standard format which is both rigorously de�ned and extensible isthe RIG Proposed Standard RPS-0002 (1994), A UniformData Model for ReuseLibraries (UDM), available from the Reuse Library Interoperability Group viaAdaNET at 800-444-1458. The IETF URI Working Group has discussed theUniform Resource Citation (URC) as a way of encapsulating meta-informationabout objects, but so far there has been no agreement on the format of URCsor on how they will be deployed and used.Research in information science has shown that the quality of searching isvastly improved by the use of comprehensive, well-de�ned classi�cation schemes.The Guide to AvailableMath Software (GAMS) classi�cation scheme has demon-strated the e�ectiveness of classi�cation for retrieving mathematical software[3]. An extension to GAMS, or the development of an additional classi�cation13



scheme, is needed, however, for non-mathematical software that does not �tinto any of the current GAMS classes. It would also be useful to have map-pings between GAMS and existing document classi�cation schemes such as theAmerican Mathematical Society and Computing Reviews categories.Because it is probably not feasible or even desirable to have a centralized au-thority for describing and classifying software and documents contributed to theNHSE, guidelines need to be established to assist publishers in accurately de-scribing and classifying contributed materials. This classi�cation activity couldbe facilitated by a hypertext help system, with pointers to data de�nition schemaand classi�cation examples. A similar hypertext system could assist users in for-mulating good queries and in using classi�cation schemes.Current indexers typically build an inverted index that includes every oc-currence of every word (possibly excluding some common words) in the indexedmaterial. The main drawback of inverted indices is their space requirements,which typically range from 50 to 300 percent of the size of the original text.Inverted indices also require exact spelling, and a misspelled word can cause apiece of information to be lost. At the cost of somewhat slower searching per-formance, the Glimpse indexing tool builds a much smaller index (typically 2to 4 percent of the original text) and supports arbitrary approximate matching[12]. The material indexed by an indexing tool might be the title or �lenameonly (e.g., Archie), the title plus keywords plus abstract (e.g., ALIWEB), orthe full text of documents (e.g., WAIS). Indexers and search engines are neededthat support attribute-speci�c indexing and searching. The NHSE prototypeuses the freeWAIS code from CNIDR as the basis of most of its searchableindices. The current version of freeWAIS supports only free-format indexing,but an alternative version that supports attributes (freeWAIS-sf) by building aseparate inverted index for each attribute is under development. A version ofGlimpse that supports attributes is also under development. There also a num-ber of commercial products available that support text searching or combinedrelational database and text searching.Z39.50 (Version 2, 1992) is a US ANSI standard protocol for informationretrieval [1]. Z39.50 was designed with the intent of supporting bibliographicdatabase applications. The format of the data retrieved is not constrainedby the protocol but is agreed to by the client (origin in Z39.50 terminology)and server (target in Z39.50 terminology). The MARC format and a searchattribute set suitable for bibliographic data are registered within the currentversion of the standard. It is expected that as the protocol begins to be usedby other communities and for other types of data, other attribute sets andrecord syntaxes will be developed. There is a mechanim that allows new recordsyntaxes to be registered and then referred to by well known identi�ers. Anumber of library automation vendors are developing Z39.50 support for theirproducts. A number of sites on the Internet have put up Z39.50 servers (a listof these sites is at http://ds.internic.net/z3950/dblist.txt). Thus, support forZ39.50 by the NHSE information infrastructure will allow interoperability with14



the growing number of organizations using this standard. The NSE may wantto take the lead in de�ning and registering an attibute set and record syntaxespecially suited for searching software repositories.A central searchable database for the NSE will not scale to many thousandsof users, nor will replication of a single monolithic database. The alternative isto partition search records into subject area databases. The search problem thenbecomes one of locating the appropriate search server. The concept of centroidshas been proposed and discussed by the IETF URI Working Group [14]. Thecentroid idea involves a hierarchical organization of search servers, and a serverpropagates upwards the set of keywords which it has indexed. Without someanalysis, it is by no means certain that the centroid idea will scale, however.The Harvest system provides a set of customizable tools for gathering in-formation from diverse repositories, building topic-speci�c content indices, andwidely replicating the indices [5]. A Gatherer collects indexing information froma service provider, while a Broker provides an indexed query interface to thegathered information. Harvest reduces server load and network tra�c by us-ing provider-site-resident indexing, content summaries instead of full text, andsharing of information between interconnected Gatherers and Brokers. It is pro-posed that a number of topic-speci�c Brokers be constructed. A distinguishedBroker, called the Harvest Server Registry (HSR), which may be replicated,maintains information about all Harvest Gatherers and Brokers. It is suggestedthat the HSR be consulted when looking for an appropriate Broker to search.The Harvest system appears to o�er a good framework for developing a searchinterface for the NSE. The Netlib Development Team is currently experimentingwith Harvest, and a Harvest Broker that indexes a large number of NSE pagesis accessible from the NSE home page.8.3 Collection ManagementThe NSE will grow faster and contain more useful information if applicationteams have some degree of ownership of the software repositories and are mo-tivated to contribute to them. A development team such as the group thatproduced this NSE prototype has neither the manpower nor the expertise todevelop, catalog, and maintain high-quality software and documents in all theapplication areas. Although funding could conceivably be found to increase themanpower of the development group, scientists closest to the di�erent applica-tion areas will be in the best position to produce useful software and documents.On the other hand, these scientists cannot be expected to document, re�ne, andthoroughly debug experimental software to the point where it is of su�cientlyhigh quality to be generally useful and shareable, because they do not have soft-ware development expertise nor are they funded to do software development.Nor can they be expected to learn all the details of various classi�cation schemesso as to accurately catalog their contributions. Thus, additional funding wouldbe best spent on software development and cataloging experts who can work15



closely in teams with application scientists, either as regular sta�, or in the caseof smaller institutions or short-term projects, on a consulting basis.Quality control will be needed, both for the software and documents them-selves, and for the descriptive information and the cataloging and indexing pro-cess. Control is needed for software so that the user can have con�dence insoftware obtained from the NSE, and for cataloging so that users can accuratelyevaluate the results of their searches. In its plan for the NSE, the Center forResearch on Parallel Computation (CRPC) has proposed a review process forsoftware similar to that used for articles submitted to a scholarly journal. TheCRPC would provide or recruit area editors for the di�erent software domains,such as linear algebra, numerical simulation, parallel compiler technologies, andvisualization. A rating scheme for software quality would be de�ned, based oncriteria such as stability, robustness, documentation quality, level of support,and transportability.Although miminum submission requirements and quality control are essen-tial, the software submission process must be structured in such a way that itdoes not place so heavy a burden on application developers as to discouragecontributions.Development of a comprehensive collection of Internet resources for the NSEwill require the following:1. A clear statement of the scope, purpose, and goals of the NSE.2. Division of the overall scope into categories and sub-categories.3. Assignment of categories and sub-categories to individuals who are awareof current developments in Internet resources in their respective areas.4. Feedback from users and domain experts on the signi�cance and value ofresources.5. Identi�cation of focused, specialized, and well-maintained collections ofinformation to serve as destinations of links.6. Recognition for publishing in a moderated collection such as the NSE sothat contributors and reviewers will �nd it worthwhile to put e�ort intoimproving the quality of resources.The current representation of the NSE as an interlinked sub-web of HTMLpages has a number of drawbacks, including maintenance di�culty and �xedorganization and format. To overcome theses di�culties, the NSE contentsshould be reorganized as a display-independent database, with each entry in thedatabase assigned one or more values from a faceted classi�cation scheme (e.g.,type of resource, subject area). The user should be able to select a default,pre-generated organization and format, or to generate a new organization onthe y. Portions of the database should be distributed and replicated at various16



sites. Distribution is necessary to permit local maintenance of their portionsof the database by domain experts. Replication is necessary to achieve highavailability and scalability. With distribution, the page the user sees mightbe constructed by querying servers at di�erent sites for the current state ofportions of the database. Location-independent naming of �les (see section 8.1will simplify the management of the distributed NSE database.8.4 Software Engineering Model for Producing and UsingShared High Performance SoftwareApplication scientists will often be reluctant or unable to create from scratchlarge-scale application programs that achieve the best possible performance ondi�erent advanced computer architectures. Using code from generic mathemat-ical software libraries of from application-speci�c libraries may be useful forprototyping, but programs constructed from such codes may not achieve su�-ciently high performance for large-scale problems. The reason for insu�cientperformance of generic library software on parallel architectures is that variousoperations, such as data mapping and partitioning, must be �nely tuned to aparticular architecture to achieve maximum performance.An approach being taken to produce high-performance linear algebra soft-ware, while preserving transportability and reusability, is illustrated by the LA-PACK and ScaLAPACK packages available from Netlib [7, 8]. The algorithmshave been structured so as to carry out key matrix computations by means ofcalls to the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS). In addition, for ScaLA-PACK, common parallel communication tasks are carried out by calls to theBLACS (Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subroutines). The BLAS andBLACS may then be implemented and �nely tuned by vendors of advancedarchitecture machines. The result is a common application-level programminginterface provided by the LAPACK and ScaLAPACK routines, but with the re-sulting application programs being transportable across di�erent architecturesthat have implemented the underlying support routines. A similar approach ofusing lower-level parallel implementations of common computational and com-munication operations may work for other application domains, such as partialdi�erential equations or combinatorial graph algorithms.Work is needed to develop, evaluate, consolidate, and standardize systemsoftware that allows easier and more e�cient use of parallel architectures. Suchsoftware should include notations for data mapping, parallel compilers, parallelprogramming enviroments, and visualization and debugging tools. Application-speci�c languages, such as FIDIL for computational uid dynamics, will also beuseful.Although most available mathematical software is written in Fortran, someusers may be more comfortable and productive with an object-oriented languagesuch as C++. LAPACK++, available from Netlib, is an object-oriented C++extension to the Fortran LAPACK library for numerical linear algebra. ScaLA-17



PACK++, currently under development, is an object-oriented C++ library forimplementing linear algebra computations on distributed memory parallel com-puters. LPARX, developed by researchers at the University of California atSan Diego and available from Netlib, is a C++ class library that provides run-time support for dynamic, non-uniform scienti�c calculations running on MIMDdistributed memory architectures.Software engineering models for developing library software for high perfor-mance computing and for writing application programs that use this softwareshould be developed, described, and illustrated with examples. The hypertextmediumpresents a good way of making this information available. Developmentof the software engineering models should be an ongoing process, with feedbackfrom users guiding their development.8.5 Whitepages DirectoryA directory of NSE users should be provided with an adequate search inter-face and with the capability for a user to join, change his/her entry, and deletehis/her entry. For security and scalability reasons, this directory might best bemaintained in a distributed fashion, using for example the Whois++ protocol.Each site could maintain its own Whois++ server, and a server-to-server proto-col could be used to propogate local records to a few large directories maintainedby major repository sites such as Netlib. These top-level directories could bedeployed on a geographical basis. A user with some idea of where an individualis located could then perform a less expensive search than querying the entiredistributed database. There would still be the problem, however, of locatingappropriate search servers if the user's query were based on other criteria, suchas subject area or research interests.The NSE may also want to consider participating in an existing researchdatabase such as the BEST North America Database, accessible athttp://best.gdb.org/best.html. BEST North America collaborates with over 125major research universities and other R&D organization in the United Statesand Canada. Its purpose is to provide a comprehensive directory of facultyresearchers and scientists, and to connect academic and corporate researchersvia the Internet and other electronic platforms. Services provided to participat-ing institutions include technical editing and database management of raw datasupplied by the institution, tools for electronic gathering of researcher pro�ledata, and access to an institution's records as a separate database.8.6 Access to Bibliographic DatabasesNSE users need easy-to-use tools for carrying out comprehensive bibliographicsearches in their research areas. On possibility would be for the NSE to maintainits own comprehensive bibliographic database. Populating and maintaining such18



a database would require a great deal of human e�ort, however, and would dupli-cate e�orts of existing on-line bibliographic databases. An alternative approachwould be to provide a hypertext forms interface to existing on-line databases.Most of these databases require an account and a password, but once the userhad obtained these, the forms interface could facilitate querying the databaseand retrieving and manipulating the search results. The hypertext interfacecould also give information on how to obtain an account. Even with this secondapproach, newly published and unpublished papers might be kept in a supple-mental database maintained by the NSE. This supplemental database would bepopulated by user contributions and could contain pointers to on-line versionsof papers. The BibNet project, led by Stefano Foresti and Nelson H. F. Beebeof the University of Utah, is an on-line bibliography that is mirrored by theNetlib sites and which consists of user contributions of Bibtex �les in the �eldof scienti�c computing. Contributors to BibNet may include pointers to on-linecopies of papers in the form of URLs. BibNet could be used as the supplementalNSE bibliographic database if it were advertised and made accessible throughthe NSE WWW pages.8.7 Replicated and Authenticated Information ServersWe have observed the following problems with network information servers:1. Internet servers are frequently overloaded or unavailable for various rea-sons.2. Servers currently provide no assurances of authenticity or integrity.To deal with the above problems, a universal location-independent namingscheme needs to be coupled with �le replication and authentication mechanisms.Transparent replication via a name-to-location lookup service will achieve faulttolerance and load balancing for end-user network services. File servers shouldbe required to authenticate themselves before being allowed to replicate �lesand update the name-to-location mapping. A description associated with eachlocation-independent �lename should provide an MD5 or similar �ngerprint forverifying the integrity of a retrieved �le.
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